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Is It Possible to “Insure” the 
Success of New Producers? By Alan Blume

Congratulations, you’re ready to hire a new producer. 
This may be your first new producer, or your 20th recruit. 
Regardless of the number hired, the question you should 
ask yourself is, “Should I hire a new producer if I don’t 
have an insurance marketing and lead generation pro-
gram in place?” Is this the age old question, “Which came 
first, the chicken or the egg?” or is there an inherently 
logical answer to be found?

Producers Must Be Proficient at Many Functions
The answer can be gleaned from your hiring success rate 
(or conversely your failure rate). Most agency owners 
and executives would agree that one of the greatest 
challenges with top line growth revolves around pro-
ducer staffing. Agencies often struggle with a formula to 
successfully recruit, train and retain new producers. The 
producers must succeed at so many varied tasks, their 
probability of failure often becomes a statistical likeli-
hood. Let’s review a top 10 list of important responsibili-
ties expected of most producers:

1. Identify In-Profile Target Suspects
2. Prospect These Suspects
3. Qualify (who should they spend time with and how 

much time)
4. Present - Differentiating the Agency and Insurance 

Products
5. Quotation/Proposal Creation
6. Close - Sign Applications
7. Ensure Successful Transition to  CSR
8. Maintain Relationships (while finding new business)
9. Ongoing Service - Claims, Changes in Exposures, 

Issues, Questions
10. Renew - Review Coverages, Remarket (when needed)

Important Questions

The list above is just a partial inventory of the responsibil-
ities and tasks producers must master, and each of these 
requires one or more skills. This list raises some interest-
ing questions:

• How likely is it that a new producer will command all 
these skills?

• And if they don’t, can the agency supplement some 
of the missing links to ensure the success of their 

new producers? 
• Are some of these skills easier for agencies to supple-

ment than others?
• When skills are missing, are some more likely than 

others to result in producer failure?

The Insurance Sales Funnel - The Producer Pipeline
Let’s separate our top ten list into three major catego-
ries: prospecting, 
sales and service. 
Arguably, the suc-
cess of every new 
producer begins 
with prospecting. 
Without effective 
prospecting, there 
will be insufficient 
opportunities mov-
ing into the top of 
the sales funnel, 
resulting in meager 
metrics at the bot-
tom of the funnel. 
An insurance agent 
sales funnel typically consists of suspects, prospects, pre-
sentation opportunities, proposals, and ultimately closes 
(new clients). The sales funnel concept is used across 
many industries, attributable to the graphic describing 
the funnel, wide at the top (suspects), tapering in the 
middle (qualified prospects and proposals) and narrowing 
significantly at the bottom (closes). The top of the funnel 
is normally filled with suspects, which become in profile 
prospects, and a portion of which, based upon your pro-
ducer close ratio, become new clients. 

The Marketing Investment Paradigm
Some agency owners think that all prospecting should 
be done by the producers. After all, that’s the way they 
did it when they started their agency. Besides, what else 
do these new agents have to do with their time? One of 
the flaws in this reasoning relates to the modest percent-
age of producers who ultimately become agency owners. 
Agency owners likely possessed a disproportionately high 
percentage of the top ten skills needed, allowing them to 
create a successful agency (or to rise to the responsibility 
of running one). Owners and executives are often reticent 
to add marketing dollars to their current sales spend, 
as costs will increase immediately upon hiring a new 
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producer. The easiest, and least costly, answer for owners 
hiring producers is to simply say, “It’s your job to fill your 
pipeline.” Of course this statement refers back to our top 
ten responsibility list, specifically #1 and #2: Identify In-
Profile Target Suspects and Prospect these Suspects. 

Many insurance agencies expect their producers to cold 
call, network, attend business functions, community 
events and charity events to build their own pipeline and 
fill the top of the sales funnel. They may even be required 
to build their own list of target suspects. In these cases, 
the insurance agency marketing, or a better descrip-
tion might be insurance agency lead generation, is really 
being done by the producer. Unless the new producer is 
a highly skilled prospector, able to identify suspects and 
qualify these into prospects, this approach is a probable 
path to failure. Prospecting is a numbers game, and many 
new producers do not have the skills to accomplish this 
mundane but critical task. Though a producer may be 
articulate, intelligent and knowledgeable about insur-
ance, and proficient at closing, they may not be good at 
prospecting.

Prospecting also represents a moving target, now migrat-
ing away from face to face networking, toward a more 
digital approach. New digital tools include email market-
ing, social media marketing, blogging, SEO, video market-
ing and web seminar marketing to mention just a few 
digital lead generation techniques. Thus, an agency can 
hire a potentially excellent insurance sales professional, 
yet this producer can fail, because they are a weak pros-
pector. Conversely, it’s likely easier for agencies which hire 
producers that are outstanding prospectors, because the 
agency can initially supplement them with the balance 
of the sales process. Think of it this way, which would be 
easier for your agency: helping a new producer who set 
up a meeting with a hot prospect, or helping them with 
the 2,000 phone calls and the digital prospecting they 
need to accomplish to build their pipeline? Of course the 
best prospectors might not be the best long term insur-
ance sales professionals.

Lead Generation as an “Insurance” Policy
If your agency has excelled at new producer hires and 
retention, you need only to ask yourself if your paradigm 
needs updates or refinements. If your agency has expe-
rienced challenges with new producers, determine if the 
cause was insufficient prospects, and then implement 
an insurance lead generation program in conjunction 
with their tenure. It can help “insure” the success of new 
producers, especially those who are strong at selling and 
weaker at prospecting. Not all lead programs are created 
equally; try to ensure the lead generation is exclusive to 
your agency and producer, and provided by insurance 
marketing experts. If you attempt to staff up marketing 
internally, do a cost and predicted success analysis before 
hiring a dedicated marketer or marketing team. 

If your agency lacks sufficient budget to hire a new pro-
ducer and concurrently implement an effective insurance 
lead generation program, consider discussing a lower 
new producer salary or draw while offering an exclusive 
insurance lead program to help “insure” their success. 
This can improve the likelihood of a successful short term 
tenure while increasing their long-term earning potential.

Alan Blume is the founder and CEO of StartUpSelling, 
Inc. (http://startupselling.com) and the author of two 
books, Sell More & Work Less, and Your Virtual Success 
(http://startupselling.com/web-marketing-books). Start-
UpSelling provides expert insurance marketing services, includ-
ing insurance web marketing, insurance email marketing, 
insurance video, search engine optimization and insurance 
telemarketing and lead generation services to select insurance 
agencies, brokers and wholesalers. StartUpSelling provides 
all aspects of web marketing and lead generation including 
email marketing, webinar marketing, social media market-
ing, whiteboard video and insurance SEO. Blume has been 
awarded Inc 500 status twice in his career and now runs all 
of his operations virtually, with a seasoned team of U.S. based 
insurance marketing professionals.

The success of every new producer 
begins with prospecting.

An agency can hire a potentially 
excellent insurance sales professional, 
yet this producer can fail, because they 
are a weak prospector.




